
 

 

 
 

 

Insert Coin to Continue 
 Bryan Biggins has a problem...His life has been video-game-ized. When he 

crashes his bike, he loses a hit point. When he finished his homework, he gets 

xp. And when things go way wrong--and with Bryan it happens more frequently 

than it should--he gets the same flashing message:  

INSERT COIN TO CONTINUE 
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Z. Raptor 
When scientists steal advanced video game technology belonging to Adam 

Adlar's father that allows characters to be controlled with the user's 

thoughts, they combine the technology with dinosaur DNA to create super-

intelligent Velociraptors.  
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Insignia  
Tom, a fourteen-year-old genius at virtual reality games, is recruited by the 

United States Military to begin training at the Pentagon Spire as a combatant 

in World War III, controlling the mechanized drones that do the actual 

fighting off-planet.  
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Click Here To Start 
Ted meets his great-uncle, also named Ted, as he’s in the hospital, dying. 

Uncle Ted’s final words to his nephew set young Ted off on a hunt for 

treasure, even though he’s uncertain what the treasure is…..and the clues are 

embedded in a video game. 
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The Videomaniac 
At a local flea market, thirteen-year-old Brian Hart meets a creepy old man 

who gives him homemade computer software that can predict NFL games 

before they’re played. But is the power to see the future really as beneficial 

as Brian believes…?” 
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Crypt Quest/ Midnight Arcade 

In this choose-your-own-adventure story, the reader enters an 

abandoned mall where there is a video arcade managed by a ghostly 

attendant. He gives the reader a magical game token for one of 

two video games--Crypt Quest or Space Battles--and the reader 

becomes trapped inside the games and forced to make different 

choices that will either release or kill the reader. 
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